
YOUR ADVANCED WINDOW 
AND DOOR SOLUTIONS PROVIDER

SETTING THE 
INDUSTRY STANDARD
Window and door manufacturers throughout North America 
turn to AmesburyTruth™ every day for innovative design 
solutions, proven products, professional services, and 
trusted advice. Our components have set the standard for 
quality and durability for decades. From advanced 
designs to strict performance requirements and critical 
budget demands, AmesburyTruth™ can help your company 
find a solution that meets your business objective. So 
whether you need window components that add value to 
your designs or door hardware that looks and performs 
beautifully, you can depend on AmesburyTruth™ for 
engineered solutions and trusted results. 

At the core of our mission is innovation. We strive to 
provide not only quality window and door components, 
but also custom-engineered solutions that meet our 
customers’ specific needs. Our skilled team of design 
engineers can help you advance your window and door 
systems. Our technical services team can quickly guide 
you to the best solution. With AmesburyTruth™, you always 
have a competitive edge in our ever-changing industry.

VISION
Our vision is to make every home and building 
in North America better.

MISSION
Our mission is to create long-term value for our 
shareholders, customers, employees, families, 
suppliers and communities through:

о  A culture of innovation, empowerment 
  and trusted results.

о  Providing the broadest, highest quality
  product portfolio in the industry.

ADVANCING 
YOUR BUSINESS
Customers’ needs evolve, codes change, and technology 
drives solutions that enhance features and benefits. 
At AmesburyTruth™ we understand the need for change. 
Our customers depend on us to continually develop 
solutions that will streamline their business and advance 
their products. 

We aim to create long term value for our customers 
by delivering innovative solutions and trusted results. 
Our comprehensive product portfolio includes hardware, 
extrusion, and weather-strip solutions for windows and 
doors in the residential and commercial markets. 

We look forward to earning your business.

Contact us today:
800.866.7884
innovation@amesburytruth.com
amesburytruth.com
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RESIDENTIAL 
о Gliding
о Hinged
о Sidelite
о Bifold
о Screen

COMMERCIAL
о Gliding
о Hinged
о Bifold

DOOR SOLUTIONS
Our collaborative cross functional business teams will partner with 
your company to develop a door solution that balances both style 
and functionality. Your customers will love it.   

о Packaging
о Jambliners
о Glazing Beads
о Nail Fin
о Parting Stops

о Setting Blocks
о Screen Spline
о Aluminum
о Custom

EXTRUSIONS
Extruded components are an integral part for many window and 
door systems. AmesburyTruth™ offers a wide variety of solutions. 
Visit amesburytruth.com to access drawings and learn more about 
the materials, profiles, and colors offered.  

NEW PRODUCTS

о Surface
о Kerf
о T-Slot
о Pocket
о Custom

WEATHER-STRIP
Weather-strip solutions play a vital role in managing air and water. 
Visit amesburytruth.com to access drawings and learn more about 
the materials, profiles, and colors offered.  

WINDOW SOLUTIONS
Whether you need locks, keepers, latches, hinges, operators, or balance 
systems for your window, you can rest assured that AmesburyTruth™ will 
have a solution to meet your needs. Visit amesburytruth.com to learn more. 

E-GARD® PLUS™

E-Gard® Plus™ is a new 
specially formulated E-Coat 
process designed to provide 
superior protection on carbon 
steel hardware components 
used in casement and awning 
hardware products.

COMMERCIAL 
CONTOUR™ 
OPERATORS
Our Contour™ operator has 
increased load carrying 
capacity and 22% more 
operating leverage.

COMMERCIAL 
CONTOUR™ LOCKS
The Contour™ lock maintains a 
longer handle and is cleverly 
designed to meet ADA 
requirements.

COMMERCIAL 
CONTOUR™ 
HINGES
The heavy duty 
Contour™ hinge 
supports a 100 pound 
load carrying capacity 
per hinge.

CAPABILITIES

о Custom Solutions
о Custom Tooling
о Rapid Prototyping
о Model Shop Prototyping
о Stamping 
о Roll Forming
о Screw Machining
о Worm Machining
о Welding
о Tool Making
о Zinc Die Casting 
о Burnishing
о Powder Coating
о E-Gard Plus Coating
о Injection Molding
о Kitting
о Assembly
о Extrusion
о Springs

AAMA CERTIFIED TEST LABS 
о AAMA 701-11/702-11 Weather-stripping 
 (Air / Water)
о AAMA 901-10 Rotary Operators
о AAMA 902-07 Sash Balances
о AAMA 906-07 Sliding Door 
 Roller Assemblies
о AAMA 907 Corrosion Testing
о AAMA 908-09 Friction Based 
 Sash Balance Systems
о AAMA 910 Voluntary “Life Cycle” 
 testing for Architectural Windows

At AmesburyTruth™ we place a 
high value on partnering with our 
customers to develop solutions for 
their unique applications. Our 
broad portfolio in combination 
with our ability to deliver custom 
solutions ensures the best outcome.  

RESIDENTIAL 
о Casement
о Awning
о Skylights
о Single Hung
о Double Hung
о Gliding
о Fixed

COMMERCIAL
о Casement
о Awning
о Skylights
о Single Hung
о Double Hung
о Gliding
о Fixed

Rollers Handles Hinges

Lock and Keepers Sash Lifts Operators

Jambliners Parting Stops Custom Extrusions

Hollow Bulb Seals Pile Seals Foam Seals
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